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Abstract. Most of the current studies on transfer pricing under asymmetric information focus on a single

principal and a single agent. Under a separating management and ownership assumption, transfer pricing is at

minimum a three-person problem involving one principal and two agents.

This paper considers a transfer pricing problem with two agents who possess private information and seek to

maximize their net cash ¯ows, instead of divisional accounting pro®ts. The objectives of this paper are: (1) to

derive a direct-revelation mechanism that induces truth telling and ef®cient allocation; (2) to study the agents'

collusion behaviors under the direct-revelation mechanism.

The ®ndings indicate that when agents have the option to quit after contracting, it is optimal for the center to

produce less than the ®rst-best output level unless the costs for both divisions are at their lowest levels. The optimal

amount of underproduction varies according to the demand condition. In addition, two sets of transfer functions,

named as identical and nonidentical functions, are derived to induce truth-telling and yield optimal equilibrium

output. The two sets of transfer functions are subject to collusion. However, the functions induce different

collusion behaviors among agents, that is, the collusion sets for both functions are not common sets. This property

enables us to eliminate any collusion between agents, particularly prior to their observation of private information.
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This paper formulates the transfer pricing problem for a ®rm with the center considered

the principal and the two divisions (manufacturing and distribution) as agents with private

information who seek to maximize their net cash ¯ows. We explicitly consider the scenario

in which the agents are allowed to quit after contracting.1

The major purposes of this paper are to derive explicit direct-revelation mechanism to

induce optimal solutions, instead of just characterizing the optimal solutions, and to study

collusive behaviors among agents under the proposed mechanism. Particularly we design

two types of transfer functions, identical and nonidentical functions, which induce

different collusion behaviors. However, both types of functions generate the same

equilibrium outcomes. By choosing either identical or nonidentical transfer functions, ex

post, based on agents' reported information, the principal can eliminate collusion between

agents. Although we do not consider collusion between agents after they observe their

private information, it is still an interesting case and can be observed in many

organizations.

Collusive behaviors among agents are usually precluded in the accounting literature of

asymmetric information. Several work dealing with collusion in the accounting literature



include Suh (1987), Banker and Datar (1992), Baiman, Evans and Nagarajan (1991),

Ronen (1992), and Villadsen (1995). Suh (1987) considers a setting in which the agents

have incentives to collude and shows that the existence of a cost allocation contract that

can prevent collusion. Baiman, Evans and Nagarajan (1991) study an auditing problem

and demonstrate how their contract in¯uences agents' collusive behaviors under different

circumstances. Ronen (1992), in a signi®cant work, provides a collusion proof

mechanism for transfer pricing with the principal maximizing the total pro®ts of the

®rm. Villadsen (1995) studies the impact of collusion among agents on the organizational

design and shows that the organization can bene®t from collusion under certain

conditions.

Similar to Baiman, Evans and Nagarajan (1991), this paper ®rst designs an optimal

direct-revelation mechanism, then investigates the agents' collusive behavior under the

proposed mechanism. However, we go one step beyond to re®ne the direct-revelation

mechanism to eliminate collusion. The approach to preventing collusion in this paper can

be generalized to any models, whereas Banker and Datar (1992) design a collusion

immune mechanism which is only applicable to their speci®c model.

The collusion or multiple equilibria problems have also been studied in the economic

literature. Demski and Sappington (1984), Moore and Repullo (1988) and Ma (1988) have

proposed different solution concepts yielding second best outcomes as unique equilibrium.

Compared with this line of research, our paper provides a different approach to eliminating

undesired equilibria.

Laffont and Martimort (1997) develop a conceptual framework to study optimal

equilibrium in the presence of collusion among agents. Their paper introduces a third party

to facilitate signing side contracts between collusive agents. We do not allow side

contracts among agents in this paper. The identical transfer functions de®ned in our paper

is not equivalent to the anonymous contracts used in Laffont and Martimort (1997), but

they are similar in concepts, so are the nonidentical transfer functions to the

nonanonymous contracts.

In this paper, we discuss the continuous case where the output level is endogenously

determined. Several results which are known in the literature dealing with asymmetric

information can also be inferred in this paper. It is shown that if the division managers

can quit after contracting, the optimal output level is always less than the ®rst-best

output. The underproduction result can also be found in Harris, Kriebel and Raviv (1982)

and Antle and Eppen (1985). Furthermore, in this paper we show that the optimal amount

of underproduction is constrained by the demand condition. When the monopoly rent is

high enough, the optimal amount of underproduction is independent of monopoly rent;

otherwise it is dependent on monopoly rent. The underproduction results here are used to

establish the consistency of our paper with the literature. The main objective of this

paper is to study the collusion behaviors of agents under this direct-revelation

mechanism.

Instead of designing an accounting transfer price, this paper designs a transfer payment

function which is similar to the transfer function in Balachandran and Ronen (1989) and

Ronen and Balachandran (1988). However, they consider a one-principal and one-agent

framework. According to Eccles (1986), however, transfer pricing is at a minimum a three

person problem involving one principal and two agents. Balachandran, Li and Magee
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(1987) discuss several dif®cult issues in using an agency model with multiple agents for

examining the cost allocation problem. Based on their conjecture, the results obtained

from one-agent model may not generalize to the multi-agent case.

Darrough and Stoughton (1989) use a similar framework as discussed in this paper to

analyze a joint venture problem with two partners.2 The objective function for the joint

venture problem differs from that of the principal-agent problem posed here. In this paper,

the principal maximizes the expected residual claim where as in the joint venture problem

the objective is to maximize the total expected returns. Furthermore, collusion problem is

not an issue in the joint venture study.

The paper proceeds as follows: in Section I, the basic model is introduced; several

useful lemmas are presented in Section II; in Section III, the optimal output to be

implemented and its corresponding transfer function are developed; the agents' collusive

behaviors under the direct-revelation mechanism and the re®nement of the direct-

revelation mechanism are discussed in Section IV; conclusions are presented in Section V.

I. The basic model

The problem design

Consider a risk neutral principal who hires two risk neutral agents (M represents the

manufacturing division manager; D represents the distribution division manager). Neither

division manager knows the other's cost function, and the center is completely uninformed

about current cost conditions. The divisions' cost functions are:

CD�q� � aq; a is uniform on �0; 1�:
CM�q� � bq; b is uniform on �0; 1�:

After contracting, each division manager knows his own marginal cost (a or b) and the

probability distribution of the other division's cost function. It is assumed that both the

parameters a and b are independent. For simplicity, costs are assumed to be linear in

quantity (q) without a ®xed component.

a and b refer to the most ef®cient unit costs. We assume that these are not observable by

the center at any time, even though there may exist an internal auditing function. What

may be observable is an estimate of the actual cost spent and not the most ef®cient cost.

This is in line with the study of Ronen and Balachandran (1988) where they consider a

model that speci®es incentives for the agent to consume perquisites, leisure by way of not

seeking the cheapest supplier. That adds to the most ef®cient cost.

Furthermore, it is assumed that there is no intermediate market so that the distribution

division is required to buy the products from the manufacturing division and the quantity

sold by the distribution division is equal to the quantity produced by the manufacturing

division. The distribution division sells the ®nal product as a monopolist and faces the

following demand function:
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p�q� � aÿ bq; a40; b40:

The full information solution: A benchmark

First-best output level can be achieved with full information. For notational simplicity

assume that each division manager has zero reservation pro®t. Therefore, the center's

problem would be:

max
q

p � aq � bq2 ÿ aqÿ bq:

The ®rst-best output is:

q � a

2b
ÿ a� b

2b
: �1�

The maximized expected pro®t of the center is:

EaEbp � EaEb
1

b

�
a

2
ÿ a� b

2

�2

� 6a2 ÿ 12a� 7

24b
: �2�

It is suf®cient to assume a � 0 for the center to have nonnegative expected pro®t. But

when a � a� b, the center will not produce. In order to assure that the center will always

produce at any realization costs, we assume that a � 2.

Transfer pricing under asymmetric information

The role of the principal (center) is to design a coordination mechanism, H, which

speci®es a pair of functions �tD; qD� and �tM; qM�, mapping reports into monetary

transfers and quantity choices. The transfer payment function tD�â; b̂� is interpreted as

the dollar transfer to D from the center, given that â and b̂ are reported by D and M
respectively, and tM is the dollar transfer to M. Quantity qM�â; b̂� represents the

recommended output level for M as does qD for D. If we restrict qD � qM, then we can

use q to represent both.

In this paper, the agents are allowed to quit if they do not prefer the coordination

mechanism over their outside opportunities after they observe their private information

(this is equivalent to the case of having pre-contracting information). The time-line of

events in the transfer pricing game is summarized as ®gure 1 (see appendix). The center's

problem can be formulated as the following program:

Program 1:

max
H

EaEb�aq�a; b� ÿ bq2�a; b� ÿ tD�a; b� ÿ tM�a; b��
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s.t.

Eb�tD�a; b� ÿ aq�a; b�� � Eb�tD�â; b� ÿ aq�â; b��; Va; â [ �0; 1� �3�

Ea�tM�a; b� ÿ bq�a; b�� � Ea�tM�a; b̂� ÿ bq�a; b̂��; Vb; b̂ [ �0; 1� �4�
Eb�tD�a; b� ÿ aq�a; b�� � 0; Va [ �0; 1� �5�
Ea�tM�a; b� ÿ bq�a; b�� � 0; Vb [ �0; 1� �6�
q�a; b� � 0; Va; b [ �0; 1�:

Since we assume the production costs are paid directly from division managers'

pockets, the center's pro®t is determined by the revenue minus the dollar transfer

payments to both division managers. On the other hand, the division manager's pro®t is

equal to the transfer payment minus his production cost. Because agents are risk neutral,

only expected pro®ts will matter. Constraints (5) and (6) are the individual rationality

constraints for distribution manager and manufacturing manager respectively. When an

agent cannot quit after contracting, it is suf®cient to motivate him to accept the contract

by setting his ex-ante expected pro®t not less than the reservation level. But when the

agent can quit after contracting, in order to motivate him to remain in the company after

observing the true cost, the mechanism should provide nonnegative expected pro®ts for

each realization of the cost parameters. Constraints (3) and (4) are the incentive

compatible constraints which guarantee that no player can expect to receive positive

gains from lying about his true cost when he believes the other is planning to tell the

truth.

We assume that communication is not limited. In the case of a risk neutral single agent,

the direct-revelation mechanism with communication is equivalent to a model where

communication is blocked. With no communication, the decision on q may appropriately

be made by the agent with proper incentives given by the center. Balachandran and Ronen

(1989) consider such a case with a single agent and delegation. With two agents and

delegation, the choice of production levels by the agents may not coincide. Coordination

on production level, q, is an integral part of the paper and consequently we use the

communication model.

II. Incentive-compatible mechanism

Several lemmas characterizing an incentive-compatible mechanism will be presented in

this section. Using these lemmas, Program 1 can be reformulated to facilitate the analysis.

Since each agent calculates his expected pro®t based on his assessment of the other's cost

distribution and his observation of cost parameter, the truth telling expected pro®t function

for each agent is given by the following:
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PD�a� � EbtD�a; b� ÿ Ebaq�a; b�:
PM�b� � EatM�a; b� ÿ Eabq�a; b�:

After observing his own cost, the agent calculates his truth telling expected pro®t based

on his assessment of the other's cost distribution. Next we present several lemmas to be

used later.

Lemma 1. A mechanism is incentive compatible if and only if

PD�a� � PD�1� �
Z 1

a
Ebq�~a; b�d~a:

PM�b� � PM�1� �
Z 1

b
Eaq�a; ~b�d~b:

Eaq is nonincreasing on b:

Ebq is nonincreasing on a:

Lemma 2. PD is weakly decreasing on a; PM is weakly decreasing on b.

Lemma 3. A mechanism is incentive compatible if and only if

EbtD�a; b� � EbtD�1; b� ÿ
Z 1

a
~a�dEbq�~a; b��:

EatM�a; b� � EatM�a; 1� ÿ
Z 1

b

~b�dEaq�a; ~b��:

Eaq is nonincreasing on b:

Ebq is nonincreasing on a:

The proofs for these lemmas can be found in Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983). Lemma

2 follows directly from Lemma 1. It indicates that a necessary and suf®cient condition for

a mechanism to be incentive compatible is that the agent's expected pro®t must be

nonincreasing with the reported cost. This property enables us to reduce the in®nite

number of individual rationality constraints in Program 1 to two constraints.

Lemma 3 is a variation of Lemma 1. This is shown in Darrough and Stoughton (1989)

for the joint venture problem. The necessary and suf®cient conditions stated in this lemma

are used to replace the incentive compatible constraints in Program 1. Therefore, with

Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, Program 1 can be transformed to the following program:
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Program 10:

max
H

EaEb�aq�a; b� ÿ bq2�a; b� ÿ tD�a; b� ÿ tM�a; b��

s.t.

EbtD�a; b� � EbtD�1; b� ÿ
Z 1

a
~a�dEbq�~a; b��

EatM�a; b� � EatM�a; 1� ÿ
Z 1

b

~b�dEaq�a; ~b��

EbtD�1; b� ÿ Ebq�1; b� � 0

EatM�a; 1� ÿ Eaq�a; 1� � 0

Eaq is nonincreasing on b

Ebq is nonincreasing on a

q�a; b� � 0; Va; b [ �0; 1�:

III. The optimal direct-revelation mechanism

When agents can quit after contracting, the individual rationality constraints are binding

only at the highest cost state �a � 1 or b � 1�. Since the rationality constraints are not all

binding, the principal needs to pay information rent to induce the agents to tell the truth.

Because of the information rent, which will increase the production costs, the

underproduction result is anticipated in comparing with the ®rst-best output level.

As in Hirshleifer (1956) and Ronen and McKinney (1970), the production schedule q in

this paper is endogenously determined as part of the optimal mechanism.3 However, in our

paper, the principal determines optimal q and implements it through the transfer payments

to agents. To avoid the mathematical complexity, it is assumed that we have a demand

function which is able to ensure: (i) the optimal mechanism does not yield negative

expected pro®ts, (ii) the output is always positive for any realized costs (a, b). By solving

Program 10, we obtain the Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. If agents can quit after contracting in the transfer pricing game with

asymmetric information, it is optimal for the center to implement the output level

q�a; b� � a

2b
ÿ a� b

b
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if and only if a � 4.

In this mechanism, the transfer functions can be either one of the following:

(1) Identical transfer functions.

tD�a; b� � tM�a; b� � �3aÿ 9� 1

4b
�2ÿ a2 ÿ b2� � 3

8b
�11ÿ 3a��1ÿ a2��1ÿ b2�:

(2) Nonidentical transfer functions.

tD�a;b� �
1

2b
�1ÿ a2� � 1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�
:

tM�a;b� �
1

2b
�1ÿ b2� � 1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�
:

Proof. See the Appendix. j

The proof of Proposition 1 involves two steps. The ®rst step is to derive the relationship at

equilibrium between the feasible transfer function and the output function implied by the

individual rationality constraints and incentive compatibility constraints. Then substitute q
for t in the center's objective function so that the optimal q can be derived. After the

optimal output level is determined, the second step is to derive the least expensive transfer

function, which is incentive-compatible and individually rational, to implement the

optimal output.

The distinction between the identical transfer functions and nonidentical transfer

functions lies on the ex post effect. Ex ante both agents receive the same expected transfer

irrespective of the transfer functions adopted. However, when the nonidentical transfer

functions are used, the agents may receive different ex post dollar transfers. On the other

hand, with identical transfer functions, both agents will always receive the same ex post

dollar transfers. Since all the players are risk neutral, they should be indifferent between

the two pairs of transfer functions as long as they yield the same equilibrium outcomes.

When collusion among agents is precluded, the identical and nonidentical functions

produce the same equilibrium outcomes; but it is not true when collusion is allowed

because both pairs of transfer functions induce different collusive behaviors. We will

discuss the collusive behaviors under both pairs of functions in Section IV.

By comparing the equilibrium outcomes of Proposition 1 with those under full

information, if agents can quit after contracting, the center will be better off by producing

less than the ®rst-best output. However, the center cannot avoid paying the agents

information rent to induce truth telling. With underproduction, the center can reduce the

information rent paid to the agents. At the same time, the revenue from selling the ®nal

product is also decreased. But overall, the center's expected pro®t is increased.

The underproduction result is well known in the asymmetric information literature. This

is usually inferred from the characterization of optimal solutions. This paper designs an

explicit solution which enables us to study the underproduction properties. It shows that if
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the monopoly rent a � 4, the optimal amount of underproduction is independent of the

monopoly rent. However, if a54, we show that the optimal amount of underproduction is

a function of the monopoly rent. More precisely, the optimal underproduction level

monotonically increases as a increases.4

IV. Collusion and its prevention under direct-revelation mechanism

The multiple equilibria problem among many agents has been intensively studied in the

current economic literature. Many of the problems arise from collusion between agents.

The mechanism proposed in this paper also fails to yield the truth-telling equilibrium as

the unique Nash equilibrium. In another words, the proposed direct-revelation mechanism

in Section III is also subject to collusion. However, collusion can be prevented with a

re®nement of the direct-revelation mechanism.

Given a mechanism, the agents may collude to choose a reported cost pair, �â; b̂�, to

improve their respective pro®ts. We assume that the collusion decision will take place

before the managers obtain private information. Collusion after obtaining private

information requires communication of the true costs between managers. We do not

consider this situation. Possibility of collusion after observing private information leads to

a similar issue such as prisoner's dilemma, lying to each other and deviating from the

comminication agreement.

The expected pro®ts from collusion for distribution division and manufacturing division

respectively can be de®ned as follows:

PDc�â; b̂� � tD�â; b̂� ÿ Ea�aq�â; b̂��:

PMc�â; b̂� � tM�â; b̂� ÿ Eb�bq�â; b̂��:

To determine whether to collude or not, each agent will compare the expected pro®t

obtained from collusion with the expected pro®t following the truth-telling strategy

de®ned as PD or PM in Section II. In this paper, we exclude the possibility of collusion

with side payments between the agents. Therefore, the agents have incentive to collude if

and only if:5

PDc�â; b̂�4EaPD�a�;PMc�â; b̂�4EbPM�b�:

Given the transfer functions in Proposition 1, both agents will agree to collude by

always reporting some �â; b̂� before observing their private information if and only both

conditions (7) and (8) are satis®ed:

tD�â; b̂� ÿ Eaaq�â; b̂�4EaEbtD�a; b� ÿ EaEbaq�a; b� �7�
tM�â; b̂� ÿ Ebbq�â; b̂�4EaEbtM�a; b� ÿ EaEbbq�a;b�: �8�
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From (7) and (8) and using the nonidentical functions in Proposition 1, we obtain the

following collusion set under the nonidentical transfer functions:

ON �
�
�â; b̂�jâ� b̂ÿ â24

5

6
; â� b̂ÿ b̂24

5

6

�
:

Under the nonidentical transfer functions, the agents can collude to improve their expected

gains by reporting any pair of �â; b̂� belonged to ON , instead of telling the truth.

Similarly, from (7) and (8) and using the identical transfer functions, we obtain the

following collusion set under the identical transfer functions:

OI �
�
�â; b̂�j�aÿ 5��â2 � b̂2� � �11ÿ 3a�â2b̂2 � 4

3
�â� b̂� ÿ a

3
� 5

9
40

�
:

Although the identical and nonidentical transfer functions generate the same

equilibrium outcomes to the center ( principal) and division managers (agents), provided

that both agents are truthful in reporting, they do induce different collusive behaviours.

The collusion set under the nonidentical transfer functions is independent of the demand

function. However, the collusion set under the identical transfer functions is dependent on

the monopoly rent (a), but independent of the demand slope (b). Given the collusion sets,

OI and ON, they are not only different, the intersection of both sets is also empty. With this

property, we can re®ne the direct-revelation mechanism derived in Proposition 1 to

eliminate the collusion.

Proposition 2. Assume the principal pre-commits to use either identical or nonidentical

transfer function ex-ante, but picks up one of them to determine the transfer payments ex-

post based on the reported costs pair. Particularly, if agents' reported cost pair belonged

to ON , the principal chooses the identical transfer functions. Conversely, if agents'

reported cost pairs belonged to OI, the principal will use the nonidentical transfer

functions. With this re®nement, the direct-revelation mechanism in Proposition is

collusion proof.

Proof. The proof of this proposition just simply follows the property of the

nonintersecting collusion sets (OI and ON). When the agents report the cost pair from

OI and the principal decides to use nonidentical transfer function, then the agents will be

worse off from collusion unless the reported costs pair is also in ON . Conversely, if the

agents report the cost pair from ON and the principal chooses the identical function, then

the agents will be worse off from collusion unless the reported cost pair is also in OI.

Therefore, if the principal decides on the choice of the transfer function ex-post, the agents

can be better off from collusion only by reporting the cost pair from the intersection set of

OI and ON . However, the intersection set is empty (see Appendix for the proof of the

empty set). Therefore, collusion is eliminated. j
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V. Conclusion

The transfer pricing problem between two divisions (manufacturing and distribution)

under asymmetric information is investigated in this paper. By focusing on information

asymmetry without moral hazard, the results can be compared with several studies such as

Hirshleifer (1956) and Ronen and McKinney (1970). Instead of designing transfer pricing

rules between both divisions, this paper derives the transfer payment function between the

center and each division. Furthermore, the mechanism in this article provides the optimal

quantity and transfer payment function.

We show that when agents can quit after contracting, it is never optimal to implement

the ®rst-best output. Underproduction is called for and the optimal amount of

underproduction varies with the demand condition. According to the revelation principle,

the direct-revelation mechanism is undominated by the other incentive-compatible and

individually rational mechanisms. Therefore, the equilibrium outcomes of this paper do

provide a benchmark for designing a transfer pricing system, allowing agents to maximize

their compensation and not just the accounting pro®ts.

As shown in this paper, the direct-revelation mechanism is subject to collusion. Using

the ex-ante and ex-post mixed approach enables us to eliminate collusion. However, this

paper assumes that the agents can collude only before obtaining the private information.

Because of this assumption the collusive reporting strategy discussed in this paper is not a

Bayesian equilibrium, which is different from most of the economics literature. In

addition, the multiple equlibria still exist if collusion after observing private information is

allowed.

Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. This proposition is proved in two steps.

Step 1 : prove q � a

2b
ÿ a� b

b
is optimal:

First, ignore the constraints Eaq;Ebq are nonincreasing. Given the incentive compatibility

constraints in Program 10, we ®nd

Figure 1. Time-line of events in the TP setting.
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EaEbtD�a; b� � EaEbtD�1; b� ÿ Ea

Z 1

a
~a�dEbq�~a; b��

� EaEbtD�1; b� ÿ Ea�Ebq�1; b� ÿ aEbq�a; b� ÿ
Z 1

a
Ebq�~a; b�d~a�

� EaEbtD�1; b� ÿ EaEbq�1; b� � EaEbaq�a; b�

�
Z 1

0

db
Z 1

0

da
Z 1

a
q�~a; b�d~a

� EaEbaq�a; b�� �
Z 1

0

db
Z 1

0

d~a
Z ~a

0

q�~a; b�da

� EaEbaq�a; b�� �
Z 1

0

db
Z 1

0

d~a�~aq�~a; b��

� EaEbaq�a; b�� �
Z 1

0

db
Z 1

0

da�aq�a; b��

� EaEbaq�a; b�� � EaEbaq�a; b�
� EaEb2aq�a; b�:

Similarly,

EaEbtM�a; b� � EaEb2bq�a; b�:

The objective function of Program 10 can be rewritten as

max
q

EaEbfaq�a; b� ÿ bq2�a; b� ÿ 2aq�a; b� ÿ 2bq�a; b�g:

Using calculus of variations, the optimal output is found to be

q�a; b� � a

2b
ÿ a� b

b
:

For this output, it is easy to check that the constraint for the nonincreasing property of Eaq
and Ebq is satis®ed.

Step 2: Derive the mechanism to implement the optimal q

Given the optimal q, the center's problem becomes as follows.
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min
tD;tM
fEaEb�tD�a; b� � tM�a; b��g

s.t.

EbtD�a; b� � EbtD�1; b� �
1

2b
�1ÿ a2�

EatM�a; b� � EatM�a; 1� �
1

2b
�1ÿ b2�

EbtD�1; b� �
1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�

EatM�a; 1� �
1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�
:

Given the nonidentical transfer functions or nonidentical transfer functions, it can be

easily shown that the above four constraints are all satis®ed. To show the transfer functions

are optimal, we need to prove that there exists no other transfer functions which can

implement the optimal output derived in Step 1 in an incentive-compatible fashion and

with less transfer payments.

EaEb�tD�a; b� � tM�a; b�� � Ea�EbtD�a; b�� � Eb�EatM�a; b��

� Ea�EbtD�1; b� �
1

2b
�1ÿ a2��

� Eb�EatM�a; 1� �
1

2b
�1ÿ b2��

� Ea�EbtD�1; b�� � Eb�EatM�a; 1�� �
4

6b

� 1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�
� 1

b

�
a

2
ÿ 3

2

�
� 4

6b

� a

b
ÿ 7

3b
:

The above procedure proves that the identical and nonidentical transfer functions all

achieve the lower bound. Therefore, they are optimal. However, two conditions are

required for this optimal output to be feasible:

(i) The output level is nonnegative for all a and b. That is,
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a

2b
ÿ a� b

b
� 0 Va; b: Hence; a � 4:

(ii) The center has nonnegative expected pro®t.

Under this mechanism, the expected pro®t of the center is.

1

12b
�3a2 ÿ 12a� 14� � 1

12b
�3�aÿ 2�2 � 2�40:

Proof of OI \ ON � �: The set of ON can be drawn as Diagram 1. Point E refers to the

intersection point of the two curves:

â� b̂*â2 � 5

6
; â� b̂ÿ b̂2 � 5

6
:

Furthermore,

E � �â; b̂� � �1ÿ
���
6
p

6
; 1ÿ

���
6
p

6
�&�0:592; 0:592�:

From Diagram 1, therefore, we know that:

any â; b̂ [ON ) â40:592; b̂40:592:

Next, we want to prove: any point belonged to ON will not be belonged to OI, that is the

following condition will be violated:

�aÿ 5��â2 � b̂2� � �11ÿ 3a�â2b̂2 � 4

3
�â� b̂� ÿ a

3
� 5

9
40:

Let

K�â; b̂; a� � �aÿ 5��â2 � b̂2� � �11ÿ 3a�â2b̂2 � 4

3
�â� b̂� ÿ a

3
� 5

9
:

Then, we obtain the following results:
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K�â; b̂; a� � K�0:592; 0:592; 4�&ÿ 0:022850 �1�
qK

qâ
� 2�aÿ 5�â� 2�11ÿ 3a�âb̂2 � 4

3
: �2�

qK

qa
� â2 � b̂2 ÿ 3â2b̂2 ÿ 1

3
: �3�

q2K

q2â
� �2aÿ 10� � �22ÿ 6a�b̂250; given a � 4; b̂ � 0:592: �4�

q2K

qâqb̂
� 4�11ÿ 3a�âb̂50; given a � 4: �5�

q2K

qâqa
� 2â�1ÿ 3b̂2�50; given b̂ � 0:592: �6�

q3K

qâqb̂qa
� ÿ12âb̂50: �7�

Given â � 0:592; b̂ � 0:592; a � 4) qK

qâ
&ÿ 0:265650;

qK

qa
&ÿ 0:000850:

Diagram 1. The collusion set-ON.
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From the results of (1) to (8), we learn that:

Any â40:592; b̂40:592; a44) K�â; b̂; a�5K�0:592; 0:592; 4�50. Given the

demand condition stated in Proposition 1, any point from the set of ON such that

K5 0. Therefore, we prove that the intersection set is empty.

Notes

1. Most of the papers in the literature on asymmetric information consider either pre-contract information or

post-contract information. For example, Banker and Datar (1992) and Cohen and Loeb (1984) study the case

where agents cannot quit after contracting; Antle and Eppen (1985) and Harris, Kriebel and Raviv (1982)

consider the case in which the agents are allowed to quit.

2. The origin of this framework can be seen in Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983).

3. In Hirshleifer (1956) and Ronen and McKinney (1970), the principal maximizes pro®ts of the ®rm instead of

the residual pro®ts.

4. The proof of this result can be obtained by the authors through the requests.

5. When side payments are allowed, the agents have incentives to collude if and only if:

PDc�â; b̂� �PMc�â; b̂�4EaPD�a� � EbPM�b�:
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